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The increasing ageing population means that by 2037, a quarter of the total 
UK population will be over 65. Lincolnshire, and in particular East Lindsey will 
continue to have a higher than national average number of older residents. 
Projections show that by 2041 30% of the Lincolnshire population will be over 
65, while in East Lindsey this will be 40%. This presents challenges but also 
opportunities in terms of how we deliver our services, our businesses and for our 
local economy.

This commitment has also resulted in East Lindsey employing its first Age-friendly Principal Officer, 
co-funded with TED, with the aim of achieving Age-friendly Community Status as recognised by WHO. 

I am delighted to be the Executive Councillor for Better Ageing, a newly created Portfolio. Through my 
role, I will ensure the legacy of TED continues for the benefit of our community.

William Gray
Portfolio Holder for Better Ageing and Older Persons Champion
East Lindsey District Council

We believe in supporting people to live and age well in East Lindsey and beyond, and to constantly find 
ways in which to do that across all of our services and partnerships. Similarly, we know that there is 
fantastic work happening elsewhere across the county and beyond.

Supporting people across all of our communities to live and age well is important for so many reasons. 
Wellbeing, independence, physical health, mental health, financial wellbeing, prosperity, inclusion, 
happiness, comfort....the list goes on. The TED programme is working in numerous ways to reach out to 
those in the community to become engaged in activities and events to help them feel more connected 
and supported. 

East Lindsey District Council has made a commitment to support people to live well for longer and is 
part of the UK network of age friendly communities. 

Michelle Howard
Assistant Director for People
East Lindsey District Council

As an elected member at East Lindsey, I am proud to have been involved with the 
development of TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey from the start of the programme. 
In my role as Older Persons Champion at East Lindsey, it is wonderful to see TED 
reaching its aim of reducing social isolation and loneliness, improve connections 
and access to community resources. East Lindsey is fully committed to ensuring 
we provide an inclusive and age-friendly environment for residents and visitors, of 
which Age-friendly businesses play a pivotal role. 

This toolkit has been developed by TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey, with the 
assistance of Age UK Lindsey. 
To find out more about the work of TED visit www.tedineastlindsey.co.uk 
or call 01529 301966

TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey is funded by The National Lottery Community Fund 
and managed by YMCA Lincolnshire



TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey is one of 
fourteen partnership programmes funded 
through The National Lottery Community Fund 
- Fulfilling Lives: Ageing Better Programme, each 
of which is exploring creative ways for people 
aged over 50 to be actively involved in their local 
communities, helping to combat social isolation 
and loneliness.

TED is a partnership of older people and 
voluntary and public sector agencies, led by 
YMCA Lincolnshire, working closely with East 
Lindsey District Council to reduce social isolation 
and loneliness that many older people in the 
district experience.

The overarching outcomes of the TED 
programme are:

►	 Older people will be better connected   
 with volunteering, social, leisure and health   
 improving activities leading to an enhanced   
 quality of life.
►  More older people will report that they do   
 not feel lonely or isolated.
►  Older people will feel positive about the   
 opportunities that getting older presents.
►  Older people will have more  opportunities   
 to influence the design, delivery and 
 evaluation of services and businesses   
 available to them.

TED has developed innovative and creative ways 
for people, aged over 50, to be actively involved 
in their local communities, and have created 
a significant number of new volunteering 
opportunities. Having worked with over 500 
volunteers who have collectively contributed 
over 8000 hours of their time. These volunteers 
have additionally reported a range of benefits 
to their own health and wellbeing as well as 
the development of new skills, and a greater 
appreciation of social isolation and loneliness in 
their communities.

TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey
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►  Friendship Groups (YMCA Lincolnshire 
       TED team)
 TED’s self-sustaining, volunteer led    
 Friendship Groups are designed to bring   
 people together in a social setting. TED   
 sees the benefit for older people getting   
 together in groups as this enables friendship  
 to develop and the ability to share ideas and  
 support each other.

► Age-friendly Business Awards    
 (YMCA Lincolnshire TED team) 
 TED has developed an Age-friendly Business   
 accreditation for businesses that meet the  
 strict criteria designed by TED in co-   
 production with older people from across   
 East Lindsey. Successful businesses receive   
 an accreditation certificate and sticker to go  
 on their window to show people they have   
 achieved the quality award.

►  Men Do - Male Carers (Carers First)
 TED Men Do works with male carers and   
 offers creative ways for them to be more 
 social and actively involved in their local   
 community. Using a personalised approach,  
 Men Do develops the confidence of male   
 carers using befriending, mentoring and   
 buddying initiatives.

►  Befriending (Age UK Lindsey)
 The TED Gateway to Friendship Befriending  
 Project offers one-to-one support and   
 friendship to vulnerable and isolated older   
 people.

►  Gateway to Friendship Lunch Clubs   
 (Age UK Lindsey) 
 The TED Lunch Clubs are aimed at those  
 older people who may have been missing   
 out on regular social contact, serving fresh,   
 home cooked food. They are a key part of   
 our work to relieve loneliness and prolong   
 independence in later life by providing  
 a meeting point for older people in the   
 community.

►  Digital Skills Training (Lincs Digital)
 The TED Digital Skills project offers outreach   
 digital support sessions which include an 
 awareness of online safety, finances,   
 communication and shopping. Sessions   
 are designed around the needs of those   
 attending and often differ between venues.

►  Fitness, Food and Friends (Magna Vitae)
 The TED Fitness Food and Friends project   
 offers outreach sessions which bring people   
 together to learn about ways in which they  
 can help themselves to improve their   
 physical and mental wellbeing.

TED has taken a test and learn approach to identifying and designing services and 
solutions to meet locally identified needs. As a result TED delivers services across East 
Lindsey through a combination of direct delivery from the team and commissioned 
partners. These services include:

►  CHAPS (Magna Vitae)
 The TED CHAPS project recreates traditional   
 social and working men’s clubs with a view   
 to engaging men in Mablethorpe, Skegness   
 and Winthorpe. Using sport as a theme,   
 weekly sessions offer opportunities for men  
 to meet and socialise whilst doing familiar  
 and popular working class past times   
 including playing darts and dominoes,  
 and watching sport and talking about   
 sporting memories.

►  Specialist Advice (Citizens Advice Lindsey)
 TED offers a range of advice, casework   
 and specialist support including support  
 with complex financial, debt and housing   
 issues. Our goal is to help people find a   
 way forward, whatever problem they face   
 by empowering them to make decisions and  
 change their circumstances for the better.

Learning is a key feature of the programme and regular learning reports are produced 
and publicly available on https://tedineastlindsey.co.uk/learning/

Key areas of learning include:
►  The role of housing in reducing social   
 isolation and loneliness in East Lindsey
►  Increased inclusivity and reaching and   
 engaging people who are LGBTQ+
►  Engaging lonely/socially isolated older   
 people
►  Age-friendly and Accessibility
►  Engaging Businesses

	

►  Supporting and engaging older men   
 in East Lindsey
►  Supporting male carers in East Lindsey
►  The role of Friendship Groups in tackling   
 isolation and loneliness
►  Communication
►  Working in Partnership to tackle    
 isolation and loneliness
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East Lindsey is a large, sparsely populated 
district with a higher than average ageing 
population where 29% of people are aged 65 
and over, with a predicted annual growth rate 
of 1%, double the national average. Although 
the last 40 years has seen continuous growth 
in life expectancy, this is not generally reflected 
in levels of good health, with healthy life 
expectancy decreasing, and the gap between 
healthy life expectancy and life expectancy 
widening. High numbers of older people move 
to East Lindsey in their retirement years and 
many have multiple chronic health conditions 
and few social and familial connections locally. 
Public transport across East Lindsey is poor and 
therefore accessing services can be challenging, 
especially for older adults. 

These challenges present significant issues in 
relation to health and social care, increasing 
isolation. Local services are having to change 
to support this ageing population, yet have 
decreasing financial resources.
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Ageing Better in East Lindsey

50% of people over the age of 75 
live alone, with many reporting that 
television is their main form 
of company.

17% of older people stated that 
they go for a week without speaking 
to a friend, family member or 
neighbour.

11% reported that they can go 
for more than a month at a 
time without any form of social 
interaction.

Loneliness has been linked to an 
increase in risk of death by 29%

East Lindsey District Council has pledged its 
commitment to be a member of the UK Network 
of Age-friendly Communities. As the first District 
Council member, East Lindsey joins the growing 
movement to make places more age-friendly. 

In conjunction with the Centre for Ageing Better, 
the programme looks to foster healthy and 
active ageing making it possible for people to 
continue to stay in their homes, participate in 
the activities they value, and contribute to their 
communities, for as long as possible.

TED has also begun to identify links 
between those who experience loneliness 
and isolation and an increase in ill health, 
an increased risk of mortality, higher rates 
of emergency admissions, re-admittance to 
hospital and earlier entry into care homes. 
Loneliness and isolation are also linked to 
depression and poor cardiovascular health.

But there is hope, as TED impact analysis 
indicates that our interventions aimed at 
reducing social isolation and loneliness 
have the potential to have significant 
impact, including:

of individuals have more social 
contact following participation 
in TED activities

76%

increasing their participation  
in social activities as a result  
of TED

75%

of TED participants feel better 
connected to others70%

Image by Centre for Ageing Better

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/


Together, East Lindsey District Council and 
YMCA Lincolnshire via TED Ageing Better in East 
Lindsey have formed a unique partnership and 
are working towards achieving Age-friendly 
Community status for the East Lindsey District, 
as recognised by the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) Global Network for Age-friendly Cities 
and Communities.

“Delighted to welcome East Lindsey as the first 
district council to join the UK Network of Age-
friendly Communities. East Lindsey has joined a 
growing movement of cities, counties, towns and 
city regions across the UK who are committed 
to putting older people at the heart of plans 
to make their place one where people are able 
to live healthy and active later lives. We look 
forward to working alongside East Lindsey to 
ensure that people are in safe, accessible homes, 
have the opportunity to stay in fulfilling work 
and live in connected communities, and where 
importantly, no one misses out on enjoying a 
good later life.”

Anna Dixon
Chief Executive of Centre for Ageing Better

“This is impressive news for the residents of East 
Lindsey. Becoming a member of the Network 
builds on the excellent legacy of TED and creates 
a positive transition when the project concludes 
in 2022, which will enable the important work to 
be continued in preparing communities to age 
better. It is imperative our residents are part of 
this journey and their input will be beneficial in 
informing our strategies and projects.”

Councillor William Gray
Portfolio Holder for Better Ageing and Older 
Persons Champion 
East Lindsey District Council 

“We are thrilled that our collaboration with ELDC 
to create an Age-friendly Community is being 
recognised nationally. Membership of the Age-
friendly Communities Network will enable us 
to share learning and best practice with other 
communities whilst supporting us to progress 
our work towards East Lindsey becoming the first 
Age-friendly district in the UK.”

Amy Thomas
Communities Director
YMCA Lincolnshire
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An age-friendly world enables people of all ages to actively participate in community activities and treats 
everyone with respect, regardless of their age. It is a place that makes it easy for older people to stay 
connected to people that are important to them, and it helps people stay healthy and active even at the 
oldest ages and provides appropriate support to those who can no longer look after themselves.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) have identified eight ‘domains’ each of which should be looked at 
through the lens of age-friendliness in order to ensure equality of access to services.

The TED Gateway to Friendship Befriending Project run by Age UK Lindsey offers one-to-one support and 
friendship to vulnerable and isolated older people. Befriending schemes operate for different reasons and 
are applicable to different client groups but there are some common themes in the way they are set up 
and run, which is covered in this toolkit.

The main factor of success of any befriending scheme is trust, and it is vital that the individuals running 
the project have the personal qualities that lead them to form relationships easily and are able to build 
trust with clients and volunteers.

“I am really grateful for the support 
I have received and this has made a 
big difference on the long journey of 

recovery”

“Knowing that you are able to 
contribute to making a real positive 

difference in a person’s life is a great 
feeling”

Outdoor Spaces
and Buildings

Transportation Housing Social Participation

Respect and 
Social Inclusion

Civic Participation 
and Employment

Communication 
and Information

Community and 
Health Services
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What is Age-friendliness?



About this toolkit

Before starting a befriending scheme, it is important to identify the aims of the scheme including who 
the beneficiaries of the scheme will be and what the intended outcomes are, as well as whether there 
are additional outcomes that haven’t yet been considered, such as whether volunteers will also benefit. 
These will support funding applications to start the scheme.

Research should be done to identify existing provision and where the demand is. Speaking to other 
organisations who provide befriending support is a good place to start. It would also be useful to 
speak to organisations who would refer into the scheme to ask them where the gaps are. Undertaking 
consultation with the target groups would support the project development and ensure that it meets the 
needs of those identified. Additional stakeholders and funders should also be identified and consultation 
undertaken. The beneficiaries should be clearly identified and decisions taken on who will be eligible 
for the scheme and how this will be established. Insurance for the scheme should be undertaken.  
Consideration may be given to scheme accreditation.

"I only hope I have been of some use to 
the lovely people I have met."

“I now feel much more confident and 
outgoing and have had an extremely 

positive experience through the 
befriending support that I was offered.”
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Specific areas to be considered for a befriending project would be:

  Will the befrienders be paid staff or  volunteers?
  How will befrienders be supported and supervised?  
  How will the organisation demonstrate that they are valued? 
  What feedback systems will be in place for befriendees and how will learning from these systems                                                                                                                                          
       inform service delivery?
  Where will the project be delivered?  

Will it be in the home, over the telephone, or in community settings?
 What specific risks might exist with the target beneficiary and in the delivery setting?
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Project Development

The structure of the service should be decided, including identifiable milestones and how these will be 
reached, and where and how the scheme should be delivered. A framework should be developed to 
deliver the project and required processes and responsibilities decided. Roles should be identified based 
on tasks required and decisions made as to whether these should be paid staff or volunteers. A Volunteer 
Coordinator or equivalent role will be required, and a sample job description is within this toolkit. Consider 
dedicated administrative support to keep the scheme running smoothly. Equipment and premises needs 
should be considered as well as any impact the service will have on the wider organisation, such as HR or 
finance teams. 

Risk Assessments 
Should be undertaken to identify any areas where 
particular attention should be paid and this will 
depend on the structure of the service delivery 
and any particular vulnerabilities identified in the 
target beneficiaries. Safeguards should be put into 
place to deal with any potential issues identified. 
This is supported by mapping out the customer 
journey and looking at possible outcomes at each 
stage of the process.

Project Monitoring and Evaluation 
Should be considered at this stage to include what 
data will be collected, how it will be recorded 
and what the reporting requirements will be. 
Project reporting should not depend on funders 
requirements, but rather be developed so that 
service delivery can be tailored where necessary to 
ensure that the project is proceeding as planned 
and meeting the aims that it was originally 
planned to address.

Referral routes and marketing 
Should also be considered and partner 
organisations identified to discuss where this 
would be useful. If self-referral is to be a route, 
how will you let people know about the service? 
Are there any costs involved in marketing the 

service?

Procedures 
Should be put into place to support risk 
management and ensure that all key processes 
are supported. These would include data recording 
and reporting methods to ensure consistency, 
financial procedures relating specifically to the 
project and any volunteer support and supervision 
needs, as well as procedures relating to the 
front line delivery where identified, such as client 
assessments, volunteer recruitment processes and 
client/beneficiary matching processes, including 
such things as what the policies are for such things 
as pets, smokers, bad weather, illness, etc. 

Cost
Should also be identified and decisions made on 
where the service key financial indicators sit and 
restrictions that these could place on the project 
moving forwards. Longer term sustainability 
should be borne in mind, and a project exit 
strategy considered before the project begins.  

“my befriending calls have made such a difference we have 
had some lovely chats and it has really brightened my days”



A clear Volunteer Role Description should be drawn up once the structure of the delivery model is 
decided. Once the role is ready to be advertised, an advertisement should be drawn up. This should be 
very clear as to the expectations of a volunteer and include the main elements of the role, as well as the 
requirement to undertake DBS and references.

An interview should take place with the volunteers, to understand them and their motivation to 
undertake the role. This should be a friendly and informal affair but should have some structure to 
ensure fairness and an interview template drawn up for the role and interview responses recorded. The 
volunteer should have opportunity to ask questions and should be viewed as an opportunity for them to 
discover if the role is a good fit for them as well as the other way around. The interview could cover the 
identified matching criteria to support matching with a client, or this could be undertaken separately at a 
later date.

Once volunteers have been recruited, a thorough induction should take place. As well as covering the 
service delivery and associated procedures, this should be very specific in covering the following:
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Volunteer Recruitment

The Befriending Journey
From start to end, including beginning to support 
a client and support if needed on how to build 
the relationship in the beginning, to the support 
available when the befriending relationship comes 
to an end. 

Client Needs
An understanding of the type of client that they 
can expect, and how to accommodate any 
additional needs should be part of the induction 
process. This may include things such as dealing 
with disabilities for example.  Any further training 
and/or support needs should be identified if the 
volunteer is uncomfortable with any aspect of 
client needs, and consideration should be given to 
this when matching with clients.

Boundaries 
A befriending relationship can be a difficult 
balance for a volunteer to manage and they 
should be aware of how to access further support 
available where befriendees have needs that 
they are unable to meet.  Very clear boundaries 
should be set around money handling, advice and 
medications, and there may be other areas where 

boundaries need to be set.

Feedback and Communication
This is vital in maintaining the quality of the service 
and to ensure that volunteers feel valued and 
supported.

‘I would recommend this lady to anyone, she collected Fudge and did a great job. 
Without Age UK Lindsey I would never have found her and Fudge would have real 
problems. What a relief! Thank you for your help’

Paula praised our “very professional approach” and said that after the first contact 
we made with her, “she felt she could sit back in a warm, comfy and supportive 
place”. Paula was so relieved that she finally had some support and somewhere to 
turn to when she needed it most, it meant she could relax a little bit and not worry 
so much. Paula described her regular wellbeing calls as “a lifeline” and said they 
had provided her with a “huge amount of support”.

19

Safeguarding
Where befriendees have any concerns, they should 
be aware of the safeguarding procedures in place 
and how to report these.  They should also be 
clear on the procedures to follow in an emergency 
situation or where they are concerned for any 
reason.

Data Protection and GDPR
Should be explained to the volunteer so that they 
understand their responsibilities in respect of their 

role.

Training and Development Needs 
If the volunteer is dealing with any specific 
client groups, it may be desirable for them to 
complete specific training such as bereavement in 
befriending, scams awareness or dementia friends 
awareness for example.  This should be based on 
the needs of the service delivery and discussion 
with the volunteer and should be reviewed 
regularly.

Confidentiality
The befriender must maintain confidentiality of 
the client to ensure that a trusting and meaningful 
befriending relationship can be developed.

Support
Volunteers should have regular support and 
supervision and this should be outlined to them at 
the outset. They should be given contact details 
for the team and ideally meet them face to face if 
possible.

Image by Centre for Ageing Better

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
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Managing the Client/Befriender Journey

Regular communication with befrienders and befriendees is vital, particularly in the early days of 
the service delivery and at the start of befriending journeys, to ensure that the scheme is running as 
planned.

Client – referral in to service. 
Upon referral into the service, a discussion should 

take place with the client to ensure that they 

are eligible for the service, and what the service 

delivers so that they have clear expectations.  If 

there is a waiting list, this should be made clear 

also.  They should understand what the offer is 

and what the next step will be, and any timescales 

involved.

Matching Process
What factors will the matching process take into 

consideration?  Will this be based on interests, 

personal qualities, skills and experience, hobbies, 

geography, ability to travel, likes and dislikes, 

time commitment, motivation to volunteer, or 

other factors?  What time commitment do they 

have and are they willing to befriend one or more 

individuals?  Do they have strong feelings about 

pets, smokers, or other situations that may arise?

Assessment  
An assessment should be undertaken of the 

client which should identify their expectations 

of the service, and the type of relationship they 

are looking for.  The client may not have a clear 

idea but a structured conversation around the 

matching criteria will support this.  This should 

ideally take place in the venue where the 

befriending will take place, whether in the home 

or another setting.  The assessment should also 

consider additional risks to volunteers, such as 

dogs, smokers etc so that they can be discussed 

with potential befrienders.   ID should be worn and 

shown to the client so that they can feel secure in 

who they are dealing with.
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Start of Befriending 
The initial meeting between a client and a befriender 

can be stressful for both parties.  This meeting should 

be supported by the Volunteer Coordinator to make 

introductions, set out the practical aspects of the 

support and set expectations.  Additional support 

should be given to the volunteer in the early weeks of 

the relationship.  The client should be followed up and 

encouraged to share how they feel about the developing 

relationship and continued until it is felt that the 

relationship has become established.

A structured discussion should take place with clients and befrienders to support successful matches.

Occasionally a relationship will not work out.  Both parties should be supported through this process 
as it can impact on confidence if not handled with sensitivity.  Where appropriate and depending on 
circumstances, a rematch can be undertaken.  Exit interviews should be undertaken for both clients 
and befrienders when leaving the scheme, and consideration given to scheme improvements where 
appropriate.

Ongoing Befriending
Regular contact should be maintained with client and 

befriender to ensure that the relationship is going well 

and that there are no issues or concerns on either side.  

Befrienders should report back regularly on the support 

given to clients and this should be reviewed regularly 

to ensure that boundaries are not being breached and 

that there are no potential issues arising which may 

require additional support.  This could be changes in 

circumstances or health issues for example.

End of Befriending Relationship
There are many scenarios where a befriending 

relationship may end, including change in circumstances, 

moving home, or the client going into care for example.  

It may be that the client no longer needs a befriender 

having been supported to build new friendships.  The end 

of a befriending relationship can be a difficult time for 

one or both parties and should be handled with care and 

empathy.  Additional support may be needed for both 

client and befriender during this period. 



Claws and Paws
The gentleman is 80 and lives with his rescue 
poodle, Fudge. His family don't live locally and 
although he has a good network of friends, they 
no longer drive. 

He was worried that during lockdown, he would 
be unable to find a groomer to trim Fudge's 
coat. There was increasing worry that Fudge's 
fur would become matted. 

During our weekly befriending phone calls we 
began searching for dog groomers in the area, 
giving the contact to the gentleman who would 
contact them. After over 2 weeks of searching 
we asked my line manager if she was aware of 
anyone and she gave me the details for 2 new 
listings she had just seen.

The gentleman called ‘Claws and Paws’ and by 
the time I rang the next week, Fudge had been 
bathed and trimmed. The gentleman was so 
much happier and relieved.

Regular Calls
One of the women who receives befriending 
calls is in her 70's and lives alone. She has 
some existing health issues and uses a mobility 
scooter to get around.

She currently lives in a 'problem area' as she 
describes it and is awaiting a move. With the 
implementation of lockdown it has left her more 
isolated, alone and missing social interactions.

Receiving the calls helped to cheer her up and 
she shared that they made her feel she wasn't 
on her own anymore. 

‘Very good service, excellent and enjoyed weekly 
calls, someone to talk to when I needed them, 
much apprectiated!’

Call in Time
Paula* is 70 years old and lives alone, she is 
a retired estate agent and doesn’t have any 
family nearby. She also suffers with Rheumatoid 
Arthritis which affects her mobility and has 
been shielding for 12 weeks during the Covid-19 
pandemic.

Back in March, in the first few days of the 
Coronavirus lockdown, Paula was feeling very 
scared and vulnerable. She was finding the 
whole situation incredibly overwhelming and 
was really panicking at the thought of having 
to go to a supermarket and get shopping or 
even pick up her prescriptions. As a result of 
her health condition, Paula was advised by the 
hospital to stay safe inside and so began to feel 
increasingly lonely and isolated, feeling that 
she had nobody to talk to. Age UK Lindsey were 
recommended to Paula by her GP, and after 
making initial contact with us she was directed 
to our Befriending team. 

The Befriending team made contact with Paula 
to have a chat and go through the options that 
we could offer. Paula was very interested in 
the National Age UK Call in Time Service so we 
filled in the form together over the phone and 
a referral was made. At the time, Call in Time, 
were receiving a high volume of referrals and 

therefore experiencing delays in processing new 
requests. The Befriending team offered Paula a 
regular wellbeing call in the meantime until her 
Call in Time service was up and running.  She 
was most grateful for this offer and we agreed 
to a fortnightly wellbeing chat and check. 

Paula went from feeling isolated and lonely to 
having the knowledge that she was being really 
well supported through regular contact from us. 

At a time like this, when loneliness is even more 
heightened, it gave Paula great comfort to know 
that there was someone there for her, showing 
concern, and in particular that they were local. 
Paula has really enjoyed the fortnightly chats 
with our Befriending team and feels comfortable 
asking for any help that she may need. 

It has made what has been a very difficult 
few months much easier to deal with. These 
wellbeing chats are ongoing as Paula’s Call in 
Time service is not yet fully in place. Paula has 
been so inspired by the way that the Befriending 
service has helped her that she has started 
the application process to become a volunteer 
Befriender with us, such a positive outcome for 
both her and Age UK Lindsey.
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Case Studies

*Names have been changed to protect their identity



Keeping Updated
Judith* is 87 and lives alone, but she 
does have a daily carer who visits 
and she has family that live nearby. 

Although she does see her carer 
everyday, and her family regularly 
phone her, she feels very lonely. 
Judith hasn't left the house at all 
during the Covid-19 lock down. 

Age UK Lindsey now call her weekly 
for a nice long chat and have 
discussed her receiving a befriender 
visit once the restrictions are lifted. 

Judith told us she really looks 
forward to her phone chats and that 
they always make her laugh! 

"To hear somebody else talking and 
about their life is lovely because 
your life is so entirely different to 
mine"
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Volunteering
I became a volunteer for Age UK Lindsey when 
I stopped working full time and had a part-time 
position with Citizens Advice, so I thought it 
would be nice to do something else useful.

I wanted to become involved as a volunteer, 
because I remembered my mum and how 
important it was to her happiness and wellbeing 
to have friends and regular company.

As a befriending volunteer, my past work in 
social research and current work with CAB has 
been invaluable in understanding many of the 
issues faced by the clients I work with. 

I put this knowledge to use in helping and 
referring people to other services they need. I 
wanted to help those who are lonely or isolated 
and enjoy the social aspect of my role.

I like to keep busy and feel useful, which is why 
I have taken on a number of volunteering roles. 
With Age UK Lindsey I benefit as much from the 
friendships I have made as the clients do. The 
role of a befriender  is different in that a longer 
lasting relationship develops which I really 
enjoy.
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An Easy Decision
Ashley* has been a volunteer befriender for Age UK Lindsey since 2018. Her background is in Primary Teaching but 
decided to leave that profession in 2016 due to the pressures of the job. With additional spare time on her hands, 
and only being in her late 40’s, she thought she would put the transferrable skills to good use in a different area. 
Ashley volunteered for a local singing and craft group where she met some lovely people in their local community. 
In 2018 she helped to set up and run the Louth Friendship Group who meet once a month at Trinity Centre, Louth 
to participate in various social activities which was great fun and brings people together. Obviously all of these 
activities are currently on hold due to Covid 19. In 2019, she trained as a voluntary Peer Link Worker for the mental 
health charity Lincs SHINE, supporting people in the local area with mental health problems and signposting to 
other relevant services. 

At first, Ashley became involved in the TED project, volunteering at their Tea With Ted events. She really enjoyed 
meeting and chatting to new people, many of whom had very interesting stories to tell about their lives. Many 
older people that she came into contact with were at times feeling very lonely and isolated which they found 
incredibly sad. Ashley decided she wanted to make a real difference to the wellbeing of people in their local 
community which is why she decided to become a volunteer befriender.

Ashley met with the senior befriender for their area who took down a few details and filled out a form for her to 
become a volunteer. She explained what was involved and answered any questions that Ashley had. 
She was then paired up with a gentleman living locally. On the first visit the senior befriender for her area 
accompanied the meeting and made introductions. Ashley then agreed on a day/time to visit the gentleman 
every week. Since Covid 19 restrictions, she haa been keeping in weekly contact with the gentleman via video call 
and socially distanced meets in a local park when weather permits. 

She absolutely loves being a volunteer befriender. 
Ashley has built up a really good friendship with the 
gentleman. She has gained a lot from the friendship 
and feels that she is making a positive difference to 
his life and reducing his feelings of isolation. 

In early 2020, a job for Senior Befriender was 
advertised by Age UK Lindsey. She knew this job was 
just perfect so she applied and was offered the post. 
Ashley started the job in August 2020. She says she 
is enjoying the job immensely, chatting, getting to 
know clients and building up a friendly relationship 
with them as well as signposting them to other 
services that may be of support.  She shared that 
she has huge job satisfaction knowing that she 
is making a real positive difference to people out 
there who may be feeling very lonely and isolated. 
Ashley shared that she is working with a great team 
of colleagues too, and she is very much looking 
forward to meeting her clients face to face in the 
near future. 

Image by Centre for Ageing Better

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
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Befriending Coordinator Job Description

Purpose of the job
To promote, assess and oversee the delivery of befriending support in the home and in the community, 
including having an overview of the work of the Senior Befrienders, to ensure the effective and efficient 
running of the Befriending Service.

Main responsibilities, tasks and duties
•	 To support the Service Manager to develop, plan, promote and deliver the Befriending Service and 

service delivery plan.
•	 To ensure that existing clients continue to receive a quality service whilst actively promoting the 

service in the community to increase the number of volunteers and beneficiaries.
•	 To coordinate a partnership approach to Befriending across the Lindsey area.
•	 To support and direct the Senior Befrienders and volunteers as they carry out their role.  
•	 To co-ordinate and develop the Befriending Service in line with Strategic plans and with 

accountability to your Line Manager.
•	 To ensure effective and efficient running of this project within the resources available as agreed with 

your Line Manager 
•	 To work as a team with other charity staff and volunteers to contribute to an effective and efficient 

Befriending Service and charity as a whole.  
•	 To coordinate and attend introductions between volunteer Befrienders and clients to ensure both 

parties are happy with befriending arrangements and monitor progress of the service.
•	 Keep in contact with existing clients and volunteer Befrienders and keep records of such meetings.
•	 Using bespoke  software programme keep records of all conversations and contact with both clients 

and volunteer Befrienders in order that documented evidence is available if needed.
•	 Contact potential clients and undertake assessments with regard to their befriending needs.
•	 To deal with telephone/email enquiries relating to the Befriending Service and take referrals to the 

service from professionals.
•	 Record all data, including all users’ opinions of the scheme, to enable the organisation to monitor the 

progress of the scheme and evaluate its overall effectiveness.

Performance goals
To complete all tasks on time. To deal with clients, suppliers, and all employees/volunteers in a 
professional and courteous manner at all times. To ensure that purpose of job and main responsibilities, 
tasks and duties are delivered as expected.

Management of people
•	 Directly line manage and direct  the work of the Senior Befrienders, other part-time staff and 

volunteers involved with the scheme, prioritising and allocating work as appropriate. 
•	 Comply with HR process with regard to volunteering and DBS requirements for potential/new 

volunteer Befrienders. 
•	 Follow and undertake the induction process for new volunteer Befrienders ensuring they are 

encouraged and receive regular support. 
•	 Provide ongoing support and supervision to matched pairs to enable them to receive the maximum 

benefits from the programme. Facilitate the beginning and ending of the relationship including 
matching volunteers to clients and overseeing the relationship.

Volunteer Befriender Role Description

Overview:
Our Befriending Service is for anyone over the age of 50 living in East or West Lindsey who suffers from 
isolation and would like more social contact. Our volunteers are willing and committed to making a 
difference by visiting a nominated person in their home.

Location: 
You will be visiting older people in the community

Time Commitment:
A minimum of one hour a week each week, to offer regular companionship

Responsible to: 
Befriending Coordinator

Tasks and Activities:
•	 Offering support to someone who has been recently bereaved (often a three month period)
•	 Visiting clients in their own home or meeting them in another setting
•	 Accompanying clients, where appropriate to social activities
•	 To maintain contact records ensuring all contact follows procedures and the policies in place.
•	 To provide one to one support for clients who need help in accessing services
•	 Promoting  services

Skills Required:
•	 An empathy with older people.
•	 Excellent conversation skills

Recruitment
•	 Written references and a DBS check will be required before the volunteer is accepted for the role.
•	 A full induction and training will be provided 
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General 
The duties and responsibilities in this job description are not exhaustive.  The post holder may be required 
to undertake other duties that may be required from time to time within the general scope of the 
post.  Any such duties should not substantially change the general character of the post.  Duties and 
responsibilities outside of the general scope of the post will be with the consent of the post holder. To 
comply with all Policies and Procedures.

Health and Safety
The post holder is required to carry out the duties in accordance with Health and Safety policies and 
procedures.

Equality and Diversity
The post holder is required to carry out the duties in accordance with Equality and Diversity Policies.

Safeguarding
All employees need to be aware of the possible abuse of children and vulnerable adults and if you are 
concerned you need to follow Safeguarding Policy.  In addition employees working with vulnerable 
adults have a responsibility to safeguard and promote the welfare of vulnerable adults during the course 
of their work.

Training
Undertake any training that is relevant to the role.

Decision making
•	 To plan own work schedule to support given targets
•	 Flexibility to make decisions to ensure effective completion of assigned tasks
•	 To plan and prioritise the workload of the Senior Befrienders and Befriending volunteers
•	 To authorise leave for line managed staff ensuring that the service remain fully functional where 

possible
•	 Work is overseen by the Service Manager

Communication and networking
•	 Keep the Service Manager aware of all information coming into the service that may affect it, other 

departments or the charity as a whole
•	 Take referrals from a variety of agencies and sources
•	 Prepare a monthly service update for the Service Manager and a bi-monthly report for the Board of 

Trustees
•	 To attend and participate in Staff Meetings and Team Away Days
•	 Promote the other services available with clients
•	 Represent the charity in the wider community
•	 To communicate with relevant staff any concerns around Safeguarding
•	 Attend Befriending Network meetings both on a local, Regional and National level
•	 To liaise with health and social care professionals where appropriate in order to promote the service
•	 To attend community events as required supporting the charity and promoting services
•	 Liaise with colleagues as necessary in the performance of duties as required, consistent with the 

requirements of the organisation

Financial responsibility
Work within all budgetary constraints. Forward planning bearing in mind the budgetary restraints of the 
project with regard to all expenses.

Knowledge and skills
•	 Excellent communication, interpersonal and writing skills. 
•	 Excellent organisational and time management skills with the ability to multi-task. 
•	 Experience in using windows based software packages including word processing, spreadsheets, 

electronic mail and the internet, in order to deliver tasks and projects. 
•	 Knowledge on best practice within the field of Befriending. 
•	 Good staff management skills to oversee the work of the Senior Befrienders and volunteers. 
•	 Ability to work under pressure and as part of a team  
•	 Knowledge of Befriending and Mentoring Quality Standards

Working environment
•	 Work is subject to challenging and competing deadlines and subject to unpredictable changes which 

require management of conflicting priorities.
•	 Expect to have a significant workload within a busy charity.
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Befriending Administrator Job Description

Purpose of the job
The role will be to contribute to the effective and efficient running of the Befriending Project supporting 
and carrying out all administration tasks.

Main responsibilities, tasks and duties
•	 To maintain a presence in the office dealing with everyday queries from staff and clients and to 

communicate with other staff on a daily basis to ensure tasks are dealt with and completed. 
•	 To work as a team with other staff and volunteers within the project to contribute to an effective and 

efficient service.
•	 Answering the telephone and accurately recording all incoming calls to the project whilst also taking 

appropriate action to deal with them. 
•	 Book assessments for project staff and maintain operational service diaries as necessary.
•	 Operate fully a bespoke database setting up new clients and amending and updating information 

relating to the Befriending Service.
•	 To receive referrals for the Befriending Service and take appropriate action to deal with them.
•	 To reorganise visits to clients when requested.
•	 To signpost callers to other departments and agencies where appropriate.
•	 To undertake various administration tasks in the office such as filing, inputting data and 

photocopying as the need arises.
•	 Support staff with admin tasks as directed by your Line Manager.

Performance goals
•	 To complete all tasks on time
•	 To deal with clients, suppliers, and all employees/volunteers in a professional and courteous manner 

at all times
•	 To ensure that the purpose of the job and main responsibilities, tasks and duties are delivered as 

expected

Management of people
No designated responsibility for staff within the scope of the role although you may be required to 
support and direct the work of Admin volunteers as directed by your Line Manager.

Decision making
To plan own work schedule to support given targets. Flexibility to make decisions to ensure effective 
completion of assigned tasks. Work will be overseen by the project Manager.

Communication and networking
•	 Liaise with colleagues as necessary in the performance of duties as required, consistent with the 

requirements of the organisation
•	 To communicate with relevant staff any concerns around Safeguarding
•	 To attend events as required supporting the charity and promoting services

Financial responsibility
No designated responsibility within the scope of the role.

Knowledge and skills
•	 Excellent communication, interpersonal and writing skills.
•	 Excellent organisational and time management skills with the ability to multi-task.
•	 Experience in using Windows based software packages including Word Processing, spreadsheets, 

electronic mail and the internet in order to deliver tasks and projects.
•	 Advanced level skills in Microsoft Office applications will be required.
•	 Ability to use a database to record information and allocate visits.
•	 Ability to work independently and as part of a team.
•	 Excellent telephone manner with the ability to record and pass on messages acurtely.

Working environment
•	 The post is subject to interruptions, tasks are interchangeable and interruption would not impact on 

the overall programme of tasks
•	 General office work which may involve long periods of working at a computer. No particular physical 

demands
•	 Expect to have a significant workload within a busy charity
•	 To ensure the office and your workspace is clean and presentable at all times
•	 Work is carried out in a well-lit and ventilated office environment

General 
•	 The duties and responsibilities in this job description are not exhaustive
•	 The post holder may be required to undertake other duties that may be required from time to time 

within the general scope of the post
•	 Any such duties should not substantially change the general character of the post
•	 Duties and responsibilities outside of the general scope of the post will be with the consent of the 

post holder
•	 To comply with all Policies and Procedures.

Health and Safety
The post holder is required to carry out the duties in accordance with Health and Safety policies and 
procedures.

Equality and Diversity
The post holder is required to carry out the duties in accordance with Equality and Diversity Policies.

Safeguarding
All employees need to be aware of the possible abuse of children and vulnerable adults and if you are 
concerned you need to follow Safeguarding Policy.  In addition employees working with vulnerable 
adults have a responsibility to safeguard and promote the welfare of vulnerable adults during the course 
of their work.

Training
Undertake any training that is relevant to the role.
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TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey
Telephone: 01529 301966
Email: ted@lincsymca.co.uk
www.tedineastlindsey.co.uk

East Lindsey District Council
Telephone: 01507 601111
Email: customerservices@e-lindsey.gov.uk
www.e-lindsey.gov.uk

YMCA Lincolnshire
Telephone: 01529 302466
Email: office@lincsymca.co.uk
www.communitylincs.com

Age UK Lindsey
Telephone: 01507 524242
Email: info@ageuklindsey.co.uk
www.ageuk.org.uk/lindsey

Carers First
Telephone: 01522 782224
Email: hello@carersfirst.org.uk
www.carersfirst.org.uk/lincolnshire

Citizens Advice Lindsey
Telephone: 0808 278 7904
www.citizensadvice.org.uk

Lincs Digital
Email: lincsdigital@outlook.com

Magna Vitae (Meridian Leisure Centre)
Telephone: 01527 607650
Email: info@mvtlc.org
www.magnavitae.org

Dementia Friends
www.dementiafriends.org.uk

World Health Organisation
www.who.int

Centre for Ageing Better
www.ageing-better.org.uk

Sensory Trust 
www.sensorytrust.org.uk/information

Business in the Community 
www.bitc.org.uk/what-responsible-business

Design Council’s Principles of Design
www.designcouncil.org.uk/resources

Action on Hearing Loss’s Guide for Employers
www.actionhearingloss.org.uk/how-we-help

Mentoring and Befriending Foundation
Tel: 0161 787 8600
Fax: 0161 787 8100
Email: info@mandbf.org.uk    
Website:  www.mandbf.org.uk

The Mentoring and Befriending Foundation offer online support, training and networking for membership 
organisations delivering befriending and Approved Provider Standard accreditation.

Befriending Networks
Email: info@befriending.co.uk    
Website:  www.befriending.co.uk 

Befriending Networks offers a directory of befriending schemes so that you can find local organisations offering 
befriending, as well as online resources and the Quality in Befriending Award scheme.
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Resources & Contacts

Volunteer Name

Client Name East / West Lindsey

Month Total No of Hours for 
Months

Date of Visit Duration of Visit Brief Summary of Visit

Befriending Client Visit / Contact Record Form



Contact Information
TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey
The Old Mart 
Church Lane
Sleaford
Lincolnshire
NG34 7DF

T 01529 301966
W www.tedineastlindsey.co.uk
E ted@lincsymca.co.uk

       @ted_EastLindsey

TED Ageing Better in East Lindsey is funded by The National Lottery 
Community Fund and managed by YMCA Lincolnshire


